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Old Faithful is in the Upper Geyser Basin, one of
three large geyser basins along the Firehole River.
The majority of the world's active geysers are here.
Only four other locations in the world-Russia
(Kamchatka), Chile, New Zealand, and lcelandhave large concentrations of hydrothermal features.
Five geysers here-Old Faithful, Castle, Grand,
Daisy, and Riverside-are predicted by the rangers.
his area's concentration of hydrothermal
features provides ample evidence of

can enter the gevser's plumbing slstem. The

Yellowstone's volcanic geology. Within
the past two million years, 3 major eruptions
have occurred in Yellowstone-and the v0lcan0
is

In an eruption, water is expelled faster than it

still active. Molten rock, or magma, may be

heat and pressure gradualll decrease. The

erupti0n st0ps \i'hen the ri arer re.err oir is
exhausted or ri hen the gas bubbles diminish
enough to be able to rise s'ithout ejecting the

Fountain-type geysers

3-8 miles (5-13 km) underground.
This magma provides the first ingredient for
thermal features: heat. Rain and snorv supplv

water.

the second: u,ater. The \i'ater seeps dori n seleral
thousand feet (more than a krlometer) belori

ri ater. usuallv from a cone formation.

as close as

the surface where it is heated. Lnderground

out in larious directrons from

type geysers

a

shoot water

pool. Cone-

erupt in a concentrated jet of

(Xher Hydrothermal Features

cracks form the third ingredient: a natural

Hot springs

"plumbing" system. Hot water rises through the

but their underground channel systems are not

are closeh'related to geysers,

plumbing to produce hot springs and geysers.

constricted. Water circulates to the surface

In a geyser, constrictions in the plumbing

where heat escapes through evaporation or

prevent water from circulating freely to the
surface where heat would escape. The deepest

runoff. The cooler water returns t0 the underground system, keeping it in equilibrium.

water can exceed the surface boiling point of

Fumaroles, Yellowstone's hottest surface

199"F (93"C). The surrounding pressure also

features, vent steam. Their underground

increases

with depth. Increased pressure

exerted by the enormous weight of the overlying water prevents the deeper water fiom

boiling. Bubbling upward, steam expands as it
nears the top of the water column. At a critical
point, the confined bubbles lift the water above
and the geyser overflows. This decreases

are acidic features

with

a

limited

from deep within the earth, is used bv some
microorganisms as an energy source. They help

results. Instantly, a huge volume of steam is
superheated mass. Eruption begins.

Mudpots

water supply. Hydrogen sulfide, which rises

pressure on the system, and violent boiling
produced that forces water out of the vent in

systems reach down into the hot rock masses,
but contain very little water. When rain or
melting snow drain into the fumarole's
plumbing, it converts instantly t0 steam.

a

convert the smelly gas to sulfuric acid, which
breaks down rock into clay. Various gases
escape through the wet clay mud and cause

bubble and plop.
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Boiling water, thin crust
Stay on constructed walkways

Boardwalks can be slippery when wet or icy
Protect glasses and camera from spray and mist

Litter or thro\\ objects into pools
Take pets into thermal areas
Swim or soak in thermal features
Feed or molest animals
Deface or remove specimens
Smoke in thermal areas
Leave walkwavs
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Trail or Walkway
Old Faithful Geyser Loop
Geyser Hill Loop
Observation Point Loop
Morning Glory Pool
Fern Cascades Loop
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More Than OId Faithful
The largest concentration of geysers in the
world is in the Upper Geyser Basin, This guide
discusses several of the more prominent
geysers and

their eruption patterns. During

summer, you can find eruption predictions for
six major geysers posted in the lobby ofthe
Old Faithful Visitor Center. (Five are here; the

sixth-Great Fountain-is in the Lower Geyser
Basin north of here.) However, a geyser's
pattern of eruptions may change at any time.
The predicted eruption times are the best
estimates available.
Observation through the years has revealed
that several geysers, such as Riverside, have
pre-eruption characteristics that provide a
basis for accurate prediction of eruption times.

However, the characteristics may change from
time to time. Most geysers have so little
evidence of a behavior pattern that their

eruptions are not predictable.

Old Faithful

erupts more frequently than any

ofthe other big geysers, although it

is

not the

largest or most regular geyser in the park. Its
average interval between eruptions is about 93

minutes, varyin g from 50-127 minutes. An
eruption lasts

1%

to 5 minutes, expels 3,700-

8,400 gallons (14,000-32,000 liters) of boiling

water, and reaches a height of 106*184 feet
(30-55 m). Members of the Washburn
Expedition of 1870 named this geyser for its
consistent performance. Although its average

Top: Riverside Geyser erupting over the
Firehole River

Bottom: Elk and other large animals
such as bison winter in the hydrothermal basins; warm ground melts snow,
making it easier to find food

interval has lengthened, Old Faithfulis

as

spectaculæ as it was a century âgo.

Geyser Hill
If Anemone Geyser is emptywhen you
arrive, wait
of

a

a

few minutes to watch the stages

typical eruption. The pool fills, over-flows,

and bubbles rise. Suddenly, Anemone erupts

6

feet (2 m) 0r more. The water then drains with

ÿ-!w
Grotto Geyser
experielce a tremendous steam phase, and
continue activity for twelve hours to two days
or more.

to

iw
a

y Pool

gurgling sound. The cycle is repeated usually

The magnificent cone of

Castle Geyser

is

every 7-10 minutes.

thousands ofyears old and rests upon even

Plume Geyser could catch you by surprise.

largest sinter formations in the world. Castle is

It erupts every hour or so in 3-5 bursts that
can reach heights of 25 feet (8 m).

Beehive Geyser

currently erupting about every

14

hours. A

water eruption frequently reaches 75 feet (24

is a favorite performer

in

this geyser basin, but is irregular. When active,
it typically erupts once or twice daily and lasts
4-5 minutes. The narrow cone acts like a
nozzle, projecting a powerful water column to
a height

older platforms. Together, they form one ofthe

of 150-200 feet (46-61 m).

m) and lasts about 20 minutes, followed by a
noisy steam phase of 30-40 minutes.
has a minor eruption

-a

If

Castle

few minutes of water

but no steam-its next major eruption cannot
be predicted.
With temperatures above 199"F (93"C),

The Lion Group consists of four geysers,
from left to right: Little Cub, Lioness, Big Cub,
and Lion. Lion has the largest cone and erupts

Crested Pool

up to 70 feet (21 m) for 1-7 minutes. If you

resulting in exceptionally clear blue water.
Boiling is particularly active along the intricate
sinter formation circling the spring, the

witness its eruption, you might hear how this
geyser got its name: the eruption is often

preceded by sudden gushes of steam and

a

deep roaring sound.

Photographers love

Doublet Pool for

its

series of ledges, elaborate border ornamen-

tation, and deep blue waters. Periodically,
Doublet produces vibrations, surface wave
motion, and audible thumps-most likely
caused by collapsing gas and steam bubbles.

is almost constantly boiling,
sometimes to 6 feet or more (2 m). The

extreme heat prevents most bacterial growth,

"crested" edge. Listen for the sizzling.
If you see a crowd at Grand Geyser and the
poollooks full, wait awhile. You might get
lucky and see the tallest predictable geyser in
the world erupt. A classic fountain geyser,
Grand erupts with powerful bursts rather than

column like Old Faithful. An average
eruption lasts 9-12 minutes and consists of
a steady

1-4 bursts, sometimes reaching 200

Giantess Geyser,

fountain-type geyser,
earns its mighty name during its infrequent
eruptions. Multiple \4/ater bursts can reach
200 ft (60 m) and the ground can shake from

ft

(60 m).

a

underground steam explosions. During an
eruption sequence, which can occur 2-6 times
a year, Giantess may erupt twice hourly,

Beauty Pool

shows its brightest colors when

its water is hottest. When the water is cooler,
as

it has been recently, earth-toned thermo-

philes thrive. Beauty is closely related to

neighboring Chromatic Pool. During
periodic energy shifts, the level of one spring
rises as the other descends.

Morning Glory Pool

Giant Geyser

became dormant in 1955. Since

then, it has slowly become active-and erratic.

During 2007, it erupted more than 50 times;
during 2010, only once. Its spectacular
eruptions last more than an hour and can reach
250 feet (76 m). Before and during eruptions,

small geysers on the same platform may erupt.
A popular performer,
15 feet (5 m)

for

1%

Grotto Geyser

splashes

to more than 15 hours. The

weirdly shaped cone may have resulted from
sinter covering trees.

minutes. The exception is when the nearby and

Situated on the bank of the Firehole River,

Riverside Geyser

is one of the most

pictur-

esque and predictable geysers in the park.

During its 20-minute eruptions, a 75-foot (23 m)
column ofwater arches gracefully over the river.
Eruptions are about six hours apart. Watch for
water flowing over the edge of the cone
beginning 90-120 minutes before an eruption.
Look for rainbows in its spray.
Long a favored destination for park visitors,

Morning Glory Pool

was named in the
for its remarkable likeness to its namesake flower. This blue pool soon became victim
1880s

to vandalism; over the years people have thrown
tons of coins, trash, rocks, and logs into the

pool. Much of this debris became embedded in
the sides and vent of the spring, which reduced
the water circulation and thus the water
temperature. Vandalism has decreased, but
a problem. Natural changes may be
cooling the water too. Cooler temperatures
allow orange- and yellow-colored bacteria to
thrive. Please report vandalism to a ranger.

remains

Walk up the hill to Daisy Geyser, where you
will find a good view of the geyser basin-and
maybe a close view

predictable, with eruption intervals of 120-210

ofthis geyser's eruption.

Daisy erupts at an angle to a height of 75 feet
(23 m) for 3-5 minutes. Daisy is usually

unpredictable Splendid Geyser erupts.

Black Sand & Biscuit Basins
You can walk to

Black Sand Basin from

Daisy Geyser or drive one mile (1.6 km)

northwest of Old Faithful along the main road.
Named for sand derived from black volcanic
glass (obsidian), this basin features some ofthe
most splendid hot springs in Yellowstone. You

will find Emerald Pool, Rainbow Pool,
and Sunset Lake here. Sunset Lake is actually
a geyser,

but its eruptions are infiequent and

seldom noticed because ofthe heavy steam over
the water. Watch for

Cliff Geyser

on the edge

of Iron Spring Creek. It erupts every few
minutes, sometimes to 40 feet (12 m).
Three miles (5 km) north of Old Faithful is

Biscuit Basin, named for the unusual biscuitlike deposits that used to surround Sapphire
Pool. Following the 1959 Hebgen Lake
Earthquake, Sapphire erupted, and the

"biscuits" were blown away; it last erupted in
1991. Sapphire remains one of the most

beautifulblue pools in the park. Mustard
Spring provides a bright color contrast, and

Jewel Geyser

adds excitement as

every 7-10 minutes.

it erupts

